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“Heaven” is only 2 – 3 meters from ground
“Hell” is Häll, Hella, just fireplace, now stove
“God” is the penis, Tor, we are all “his” children
IESUS – ies – yoke – yoga meditation
Iesus is also said to have drunk his own sperm

T

hree very interesting books just happened lately to burst (my karma?) in front
of me in the library, the first, published at
2007, “Galileo, antichrist” in which the writer, Michael White, explains the main reason
in condemning of Galileo to be the result of
his book “Il Saggiatore” (Assayer) in which
he is giving hints that the “body and blood”
( bread and wine) served at the Last Supper,
could have been the sperm collected from the
twelve Apostles. This has direct connections
to the Bock Saga, if you know it. (Bröd-raskap, bread-seed brothers, the twelve brothers, sons of Ukko the Lord) The Apostles also
had a meeting at the year 49 in which they degreed that the Christians do not have to obey
the Jew law about the circumcision of their
sons, (which enabled them to masturbate, to
get their sperm out to be drunken, or to be
offered to somebody else) which was the year
when Christians separated from Jews.
The second book, “The 100 most influential books ever written”, by Martin SeymourSmith, 1999, it’s part “The New Testament”, in
which he is quoting the ” Gospel of Knowledge
and Joy” which was found from Nag Hammadi
in Egypt only at 1945, and was translated
into English at 1970’s. It was written by the
Gnostic sect people into which also Jesus be-

longed, what was also the reason why Jews
wanted him to be condemned to death. (The
name of the sect comes from the Greek word
“Gnosis”, knowledge) Judas has a purse of
thirty coins in his hand (in Bock Saga the
ejaculation of sperm is “Myntflod”, the stream
of coins) in the Leonardo da Vinci painting
“The last supper” which you can see at the
net, there Judas is fourth from left, reaching
his hand unto a piece of bread, which Jesus
also is pointing with his hand. So Leonardo
also was suspecting the same thing as Galileo
one hundred years later. And if you look from
the net again the picture of the gravestone of
Shakespeare, it’s text, you’ll see that he too
had the same idea, but again, only if you know
the Bock Saga. Also Botticelli took part into
this hide and seek game with Vatican with his
painting “The Birth of Venus” in which we see
that she is emerging from a seashell, Näkki!
The third book, published just three
years ago, this time written in Finnish by three
women doctors and researches of Helsinki
University, “Taivaallista seksiä” (Heavenly
sex) in which they go through the sex-parts
of the Bible, but also some text from third
century, by Bishop Epifanios, “Medicin bag”,
who had got it from still earlier Gnostic text
called the “The big questions of Maria”, which
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says that Jesus made love with a woman
and also drank his own sperm! And mind
you, these are three doctors from Helsinki
University, not just anybody from the street;
they are “official” people!!
Still, about the Greek name IESUS, from
which you can omit the last two letters,
which will left only the name as “IES” which
is Finnish (and “rot”) name for “yoke” which
again is close to “Yoga” what one has to practice and meditate to get off from under the
yoke, which is the passions of sex and other
bodily inconsistencies. Now you will see how
important it is to know the Bock Saga, and the
“rot” and “van” languages, without them the
world history, as well as the history of these
three religions, do not open. Anyway, now we
know that Ior Bock has been right all the time,
these books prove it.
But now, back to the Apostles at AD 49
meeting, where they decided not to cut the
foreskin from the young boys, the reason for
it, they can masturbate easily and get their
sperm out, to drink it themselves or give it
as an offering to others, what the Jews and
Moslems cannot do, and that seems to be the
reason for the death penalty for Jesus, given
by Jews!
Another thing, why do you think that
boys and men all over the world seem to
know the custom to throw flat small stones
to the water and see how many times they
jump up? Well, again we have to use the Rot
and Van languages to get this right. We say
that we throw sandwiches, but to who? To
Näkki, to Ahti or Väinämöinen, Vesihiisi in
Finnish, Water serpent, or Dragon, if you like
it better. But sandwich is a “bread” (bröd) and
there is butter, “voi” in Finnish, “smör” in Rot,
with scrambled eggs on top of it, which is in
this case again just plain SPERM! So here we
again hit the “bröd-ra-skap” or twelve brothers giving their honey-nectar out to the Ukko.
(We have a special oval (vagina, what it represents) shaped pie with boiled rice in it, here
in Finland, called “The Karelian pie”, on top
of which we put the butter and scrambled

eggs, and what was eaten only at very special erotic occasions, at Christmas time, but
what is now very popular everyday enjoyment
to munch between meals. (Just think, vagina,
with sperm on it, wham!)
THE “HEAVEN” IS ONLY 2-3 METERS
FROM GROUND!
Yes, that is so, it is a thin, tent-like
draper with pictures of Sun, Moon and stars,
above the poster bed that was raised on a
platform, with seven steps to get up, when
Lemminkäinen and Suometar, the God and
Goddess of Fertility, spent their wedding
night, and only then.
“HELL” IS ONLY A FIREPLACE!
Yes, HELLA in Finnish, HÄLL in “Rot”, just
a stove, even if it is a gas or electric stove,
still only a ancient fireplace, nothing else!
(Well, there is a high rock here in Helsinki,
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also called the “Berghäll”, (Bedrock mountain)
on which the full bearded “Ukko” may have
been sitting, with a bonfire close by, seeing
people who came to ask advise)
PENIS IS THE “GOD”!
Oh yes, we are all “his” children, that´s
why we have been forbidden to draw pictures
of “God”, ever since the beginning of these
three religions, Christian, Jew and Moslem.
All of the old words used in law courts
in Finland tell us the same story, they all
show how to offer your sperm to either Ukko
or Lemminkäinen, as there is a “maistraati”
in which “maist” is “to taste”, the sperm offered, and what about the “Por”-mestari then?
(Por is the side of the mouth) That’s cultur,
isn’t it, but “cult (of) Tur! Finland used to
be “Vinland” earlier, that is “Spermland” on as
late as a Dutch 1675 and 1700 maps.
There is still another very interesting
book to read, the Rot-Finnish Almanac, which
comes out every year, printed here in Finland,
in which are the name-days from the “pagan”
times still to be wondered. There are the days
for “Dick”, for example, at 7Th of February,
Valentin at 14th, Christoffer (Christ offer?) at
15th of March, Sampo, a special Finnish name
of a man, at 3rd of April, and the next day is for
Ukko, (Odin) Rhea is at 8th April, 1st of May is
Maj and Valborg, when the unmarried women chose their women partners, Frej and Freja
are together at 6th of May, Flora (the prostitute who established Rome) at 13th of May, at
23rd of May those women who were allowed
to have children started to enjoy the sperm/
nectar offered to them, as just one moon
cycle after they, at Midsummer night, made
love with the men they had chosen for themselves, 7th of July is the big day, the “Klas”,
which mean the sperm/seed of Noakh, 7th
of September is Regina and Roy, the Queen
and King, then at 6th of December is the day
of Nikolaus, the Yule-Bock, who is definitely
Finnish, starting the Yule season, and 15th
is for the Noah (which name mean the Vinberries with seeds inside, and the balls with

their seeds) and of course the Adam and Eva
at 24th of December.
WHEN NOAKH RESIDED IN FINLAND!
Noakh resided at imaginary North
Pole, under the North Star, in Finland (then
Vinland, Spermland) from where he sent his
three sons, Haam, Seem and Jafet to East,
South and West, respectively, to rule the
world, according to the last Roman catholic
Arch Bishop Olaus Magnus, of Sweden, at AD
1523, in his book Carta Gothica.
Name days were important at olden
times, as that of Noah’s seed, Klas, at 7/7,
what was still more important at 1807 when
Napoleon and Aleksander I decided to take
Finland away from Sweden to be the Grand
Duchy under the Russian Tsar, 07, 07, 07,
Jack pot. Same happened again with the declaration of independence of Finland at 6th of
December which is the day of Nikolaus, the
Yule Bock, Lemminkäinen, who resided in
Lapland for 200 years, from 1050 to 1250,
from which time we have the “Santa” stories.
There are still many other important days
but again only if you know the Rot and Van
languages and the Bock Saga they have any
meaning. Anyway, it is really one of the most
interesting book, as it derives from the time
before these three religions, from the paradise time, before the Ice-age. These names
are inside the original Moon calendar, so that
they appear mostly at the Full Moon days, but
also other Moon cycles are in it. New moon
day is the “disaster” day, “dis aster” at Rome,
the “Black day” when you are not supposed
to do or start anything important, here in
Finland, as the energies of the Moon are so
shaky at that day, then it’s better to stay put
and lie in your bunk only.
This would be so much easier to explain
in Finnish, (which, along with Rot, were the
first spoken languages, Finnish being “constructed” as a fully phonetic language in which
every individual letter is always pronounced
the same way, no matter in which word it is
in, from the sounds of Rot) and I used twelve
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sheets to tell everything about this case, but
I’m so glad that now we have an “official” explanation to sperm drinking (by Jesus) that
can be explained in English too.
How else are you going to explain the
nearly one thousand years long lives of
Abraham and his sons and grandsons until
it started to diminish after many centuries,
if not with this drinking the very energetic
sperm, which has power as no food can ever
give ! That can be proved by testing the energies of Ior Bock himself, from his wrists,
the Chinese way, they are such that I have
not found from anybody else, as he has been
drinking his own sperm nearly half a century,
until he was stabbed with knife at 1999 that
made him over 80 % invalid, limbs paralyzed.

There are also emblems of the Gnosis,
(Knowledge, also Sapiens, which means, to
drink the sperm to increase the knowledge)
the Swastika (Suasti in Sanskrit = sant skrift,
true writing, in Rot) which is a very old Finnish
Yule-time decoration, made from straws that
were filled with sulphur and burned after the
Christmas, showering sparks around. When
you look at it as turning the anti-clock way,
it means Knowledge, at clock-wise it means
Fertlity! And, the Finnish flag of Finland’s
president is the only one in the world where
the Swastika still is, at anti-clock ¢, the
knowledge way!
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